Dispersion managed optical transmission lines, with dispersion periodically switched between the normal and anomalous regimes, o er signi cantly better performance than transmission lines with constant dispersion by reducing the dispersion penalty and spectral broadening due to self phase modulation. We analyze the stability of plane waves in a dispersion managed transmission line using Floquet theory and show them to be modulationally stable provided the average dispersion is zero or negative (normal dispersion) and the switching is fast enough, and unstable when anomalous dispersion dominates. These results indicate that the transition regions between 1's and 0's are responsible for pulse deformations.
In recent years, increasing attention has been given to the conventional nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) modulation format ( Fig. 1) for ber optic communications. When used in conjunction with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), these NRZ systems have been shown to maximize the performance of lightwave communications systems 1, 2, 3]. In particular, Bergano et al. 1] were able to achieve a remarkable 100 Gbits/s transmission over 6,300 km using 20 channels at 5 Gbits/s per channel. The use of dispersion management 1, 2, 3, 4, 5], in such a system, which involves changing the sign of the dispersion periodically along the ber, has not only been shown to substantially reduce the dispersion penalty 1, 2, 3] , it has also been demonstrated to signi cantly reduce the impact of four wave mixing 4, 5] . To date, little or no analytic work has been done on the propagation of pulses under dispersion management and most understanding has arisen from numerical simulations. The speci c aim of this paper is to investigate analytically the modulational stability of plane waves since the NRZ pulses are made up of long sections of constant amplitude (see Fig. 1 The physical parameters which vary most from experiment to experiment are associated with the particular dispersion map being used. In particular, Bergano et al. 1] employ a much di erent dispersion map than, for instance, Gnauck et al. 2] . In general, these step function dispersion maps can be described by (4) where (Z) = (Z + P) and the mean dispersion is
For < (Z)> positive, anomalous dispersion dominates, while normal dispersion dominates when < (Z) > is negative. In We begin the modulational stability analysis by looking for solutions which correspond to the constant amplitudes of the signal pulse, i.e., either 1's or 0's (see Fig. 1 ). The obvious exact solutions to consider are the plane waves. Therefore, we linearize about the plane wave solution so that 
where it should be recalled that = 1. Equation (7) 
where it should be recalled that is the Fourier transform variable corresponding to t.
Equation (9) is a linear system of ordinary di erential equations for the perturbation^ . If It is interesting to note the similarity of Eq. (9) with the well known problem of a parametrically driven pendulum 7, 8] . In the case of the pendulum, the very interesting result is found (and experimentally con rmed) that the pendulum can stabilize itself in the upright (unstable!) position provided the frequency of the parametric forcing is above a given threshold. In an analogous manner, it is shown here that the plane waves are modulationally stable provided the frequency of the dispersion switching is high enough (or the period P is short enough). This stability is achieved despite the region of anomalous dispersion for which plane waves are modulationally unstable.
Equation (9) is not hard to show that if the period of the switching is small enough (P < P c 2:14), the plane wave solutions are modulationally stable for all wavenumbers (see Fig. 3a ), thus suppressing the modulational instability associated with the anomalous dispersion regime 6].
If the period is long enough (P > P c ) there arise unstable bands (see Fig. 3b ), as is the usual case in Floquet problems 7]. It should be noted that j j < 2 for su ciently large, so that only a nite window of instability exists. The critical value P c = 2:14 corresponds to a physical distance of 6,982km so that modulational stability holds provided each section of 2:5ps/km-nm ber is less than 3,491km. the critical period is found to be P c 3:15 which corresponds physically to 10,278km.
As can be clearly seen from Eq. (2), the nonlinear length Z NL increases for lower peak powers. Thus the critical period increases as peak power decreases. This is an important fact as it underscores the observation 1] that dispersion managed systems perform best at lower intensities.
Although the physically relevant examples considered above have a mean-zero dispersion, Eq. (9) These results further con rm experimental observations that dispersion managed systems perform best at lower intensities. Finally, it should be noted that all the above results are con rmed through extensive numerical studies of Eq. (1).
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